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Fall River, MA – December 1, 2012 – New Shepherd Films, LLC announced signing a key distribution 

deal with PlayArte International to distribute the faith and family film Footprints.  The film will be 

available early next year on DVD and digital in retail and online stores throughout Brazil.  PlayArte will 

provide all translation services for producing a Portugese version of the audio. 

This represents a major breakthrough for the Fall River, MA-based indie film company because 

distribution into major retail outlets is extremely difficult, regardless of the country.  Even more 

significant is that first-time films rarely have that opportunity.  “This is a milestone for New Shepherd 

Films.  Being able to get a first-time film such as Footprints on store shelves is almost unheard of.”, says 

Jim Huggins, New Shepherd Films’ President/CEO.  Huggins added, “Thank you to Devin Carter at 

KOAN, Inc. for making this deal happen for ‘Footprints’!”.  KOAN, Inc. is a representative and 

distributor of New Shepherd Films’ feature Footprints.     

Based on a true story, Footprints is the story of a man who finds the healing power of love only after he's 

lost everything he valued and had given up.  It’s the true story of a dog who learned to trust only after 

she'd been abused and discarded as worthless.  They embarked on a journey neither knew would bring 

them together and demonstrate that just because you had a bad past doesn’t mean you can’t have a great 

future. 

The recipient of numerous awards, including the Dove Award for family entertainment and a “4+ 

Exemplary” rating from MovieGuide.org in Hollywood, Footprints is gaining worldwide recognition.  As 

one reviewer wrote (Bob Kemp, Renew America Magazine), this is “…a wonderful story, the kind of 

story our troubled times needs more of.”   

About New Shepherd Films, LLC: 

New Shepherd Films, LLC is an independent film production studio devoted to producing high-quality, 

family entertainment with Christian-oriented themes based on real life events.  Avoiding the typical 

“sermon in a box” story approach that has defined the genre, New Shepherd Films desires to entertain 

viewers with world-class creative talent and technological capabilities while simply telling true stories 
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about God at work in everyday lives.  And to do so with films that deliver great stories, spectacular visual 

imagery and a sensibility that appeals to both children and adults as well as people of faith or not.   

About KOAN, Inc.: 

Over the past 20 years, Koan has built a solid reputation with producers and buyers the world over. A 

combination of quality programming and rare business ethics sets Koan head and shoulders above our 

competitors.  Originally a distributor of documentaries, Koan has gone on to establish a strong presence in 

the fields of family entertainment and award winning feature films.  Koan was among the first companies 

to realize the power of the family market and remains one of the most trusted providers of quality 

programming in the world.  Our catalog includes over 100 films and hundreds of hours of documentary 

and animated programming. 
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For more information regarding Footprints or upcoming productions from New Shepherd Films, contact: 

Jim Huggins/New Shepherd Films 

(213) 935-7070 

INFO@NEWSHEPHERDFILMS.COM  

For licensing, product placement, advertising, and promotions opportunities, please contact: 

Devin Carter/VP Sales, KOAN, Inc. 

 (435) 645-7244 x111 

DCARTER@KOANINC.COM 
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